November 6, 2019

Dear Parents and Guardians:

Online registration for students currently enrolled in Grade 8 at a non-Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School Board elementary school, who reside within the Cardinal Ambrozic Catholic Secondary School boundary, and who are interested in attending Cardinal Ambrozic for the 2020-21 school year, will take place from December 2-19, 2019.

Traditionally, the number of applicants has exceeded, by far, the number of pupil places available. In past years, this supply/demand situation resulted in parents/guardians lining up overnight to secure a place for their child. To eliminate the need for line-ups, we have moved to an online random selection process, which is a fair and equitable means of ensuring all applicants have equal opportunity to obtain one of the limited spots available. The accompanying flyer on the reverse of this letter outlines the process.

It is important for parents/guardians and students to be aware that the random selection process does not favour families who have an older sibling in the school, nor does it favour twins, etc. Therefore if you have a child in grade 8 at a non-Dufferin Peel Catholic District School Board elementary school that you wish to attend Cardinal Ambrozic CSS next year, please be sure to refer to the flyer on the reverse of this letter outlining the application process.

If you have any questions about the application process, including the random selection process, please do not hesitate to call the office at 905-913-2989.

Sincerely,

M. Battaglini
Principal
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